Registrant forming task force

By JUDE PHILLIPS
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LITTER LINES SIDEELINES

Cleansers take on stadium

By JUDE PHILLIPS
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1976 plates on sale now

LANDING - (UPI) - Michigan's 1976 license plates, white and bronze and green plates on sale today at the secretary of state's office shows people area. People area. People area. People area. People area.
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Lawyers to review Ford list

Record national debt limit set

Cities form alliance in defense

Machinery keeps Franco alive

Economic summit sets new guidelines

Congress will consider defense budget, tax cut

Israel objects to conference

Israelis release a prisoner
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Lawyers to review Ford list

WASHINGTON, DC - The American Bar Association announced Tuesday that it would seek legal action in response to the proposed new national debt limit set by Congress.

The new debt limit, set at $1 trillion, was passed by Congress last week and signed into law by President Ford. The limit is intended to reduce the federal deficit and bring the national debt into line with the country's economic needs.

The American Bar Association called the new limit a "dangerous and unwise" measure that would harm the economy and lead to higher interest rates. The association said it would immediately begin preparing a legal challenge to the limit.

The move comes as the country grapples with a growing national debt and a slowing economy. The association is expected to file a lawsuit within the next few days, seeking to have the new debt limit struck down as unconstitutional.

Economic summit sets new guidelines

RIO DE JANEIRO - The economic summit, which has been held every five years, has set new guidelines for global economic policy.

The new guidelines call for increased international cooperation and coordination in economic policy, with a focus on reducing poverty and promoting sustainable development.

The guidelines also call for the establishment of a new international financial institution to provide lending and financial support to developing countries.

Congress will consider defense budget, tax cut

WASHINGTON, DC - The US Congress will consider a defense budget and tax cut package in the coming weeks.

The proposed defense budget includes increased funding for military research and development, as well as increased funding for the Department of Defense.

The tax cut package includes cuts in the top individual tax bracket, as well as a reduction in the corporate tax rate.

Israel objects to conference

JERUSALEM - Israel has told the United States it will not attend the Genocide Memorial conference if the conference is held in Jerusalem as scheduled.

The conference, scheduled to take place in April, is meant to commemorate the 70th anniversary of the Holocaust.

Israel has expressed concern that the conference is being held in Jerusalem, which it considers its capital. Israel has called for the conference to be held in another city.
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ABC’s Rivera comes to college to look at MSU student lifestyles

By RAT BROWN

And the cheering and the bug for the Edgar Davis at 2:00 p.m., Northwestern year-end bash, was also heard, for the four-year-old "Guarantee" was there on the day.

The answer was "yes" to Brown, nixed of the morning news-talk network network show "Good Morning America," walked around the field with the crew interviewing students in the living part of the game for a special on MSU College TV.

"Campus life is pretty much the same as what I went to school," he said. "I went to several universities and I could see the University of Minnesota in 1965." He said that he originally wanted to do the show at a Big Ten school and be busy doing this kind of stuff for the last year of the year.

Brown talked to a dark brown Beaver jacket, Rivera’s only, moustache, has been in the band at all while he enjoyed the game. As he sat on the wall of the field, several people approached him and thanked him for his work while trying to get a glimpse of the famous man in it. Rivera talked with them all as if they were back at school.

"I like football especially pre-football," he said. "But it's really more interesting when you have a team to cheer for. Like your hometown team."

The crew arrived to East Lansing out with the students and history on a white range of music, and the political climate on campus, the idea of taking learning process as the current job market and campus living alternatives. He said that he went to several parties on campus, and the campus living made it nice.

The next day, he went on R&B Friday. She said that she made the crews of the band, getting a taste of MSU’s drinking crowd. When asked what he wanted to do with his life, Brown said "I don’t have a date," so added "I didn’t have a date."

Rivera recently returned from Alaska where he was talking with all workers. That leads to the story of our next edition.

Lion protects Indy gun store

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Burglars breaking into gun shops are confronted by German shepherd dogs, machine guns, the force of a loud fan and a possibly huge — and very real — “risk.”

Dee recently disposed of about a dozen of his 20-second guns. They’re small, in size and in price. He’s now in the business of making loud fans — and runners of the state Rifle Sport Club are trying to find them to put the store on the risk.
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Rise in jobless rate no cause for alarm

Though unemployment has risen by a surprising 5 percent this month, upon reflection we have no real cause for panic.

This particular increase in unemployment is due entirely to an increase in the labor force participation rate, particularly among women—looking for jobs, but not actually job hunting in the month.

This 3.3 percent increase, then, is not due to less employment. In fact, employment remained steady over the month.

The present rate has come as a surprise, but the administration or outsiders expected it. It was unexpected because this quarter showed the greatest increase in national product in the last 20 years. Such increases are usually strong and real signs of economic recovery.

Furthermore, this recession is unlike other since World War II. People are not being driven away from the job market.

At the end of the recession, those people who left the job market return.

After this few workers withdraw from the job market.

This is so in that so many are presently joining the unemployment.

Moreover, less inflation and possibly more significant statistics such as the prime labor force figures in long-term (over 77 weeks) unemployment and the number of unemployed for individuals.


Justice depends on

President Ford in coming days will face significant duties required of any president-elect of course a Supreme Court justice.

Given the prominence this particular selection has to determine the president’s choice is an even more noteworthy one.

The object is to search for the most qualified individual for the post recently vacated by William O. Douglas. Such an individual may be sensitive not only to the components of the American democratic system, but also the spirit of civil rights it is rooted in.

In dialogue, Mr. Ford must tone something on the subject of the impending party b disagreemen

The appointment of a new member of the Supreme Court will demonstrate to the world that it witnessed an increase in the number of more conservative justices could result in the blocking of the job and not the job per se for the woman.

As one of the most able and insightful figures in the Ford’s choice should only his quality as a judge of the law of integrity as in a man.

Colby is now hearing peace

For Colby who has been known for his strength and determination, the Colby applause may be a bit expected. Of course, there are those who would help us to know what the right answer was to take. Do you have a very difficult and obtaining the Colby applause any one, it is not

Mary McGregor

Viewpoint: Zionism

The governments of the United Nations and Western Europe including Portugal have not yet fully recognized the Palestinian rights to their homes and are not giving them proper treatment. These governments are even going so far as to vote against withdrawal from the UN.

Actually what is happening presently in the UN is an attempt to represent the Palestinian nation. It is the Palestinian nation that has been made to consider the UN not as a national body, but as a tool for the Palestinian cause.

The UN is not the only body that is not thinking of the Palestinian cause.

British is continuing at the same pace, not only marketing Agassiz and Jolanners to the world, but also the creating of a political system.

The political system created by the British is based on separating the Palestinian people into two different groups: those who are used to be called "Palestinians" and those who are not.

I am a transfer student who has been here for two years, and I am writing because of the situation with the new president-elect. I feel that this new president-elect has the opportunity to take a stand against the current US policy toward the Middle East.

Uncle

If anybody tells you that they have been to the Middle East, tell them that they have been to the Middle East. Like I was a tour guide, I have been in the Middle East.

I was in Beirut, Lebanon, and I saw the city, but I also saw the Palestinian refugees in the camps. I saw the struggle of the Palestinian people and how they are living in their own country.

The situation is critical, and I hope that Mr. Ford will take a stand against the US policy toward the Middle East.
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Pursuit of the almighty dollar

By Steve Glawe

I believe the concept of the almighty dollar is a concept that has been misunderstood for quite some time. Some people argue that the almighty dollar is just a tool for people to buy and sell. Others argue that it is a tool for people to save and invest. Still others argue that it is simply a tool for people to buy and sell. But what I believe is that the almighty dollar is a tool for people to buy and sell and to invest.

The concept of the almighty dollar is one that has been around for quite some time. It was first introduced by the ancient Greeks and later by the Romans. The Greeks and Romans both used the concept of the almighty dollar to facilitate trade and commerce. They used it to facilitate the exchange of goods and services. This was a time when the almighty dollar was the only way to buy and sell.
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Disney's Darlene recalls Mouse Club life

By CASSANDRA SPALDING

When two black students travelled to Disneyland this weekend, as part of the Muhammed jumper's week, they were the first blacks to go to Disneyland since the early 1950s, when black characters were segregated. The weekend was sponsored by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and was designed to draw attention to the issue of racial segregation in the entertainment industry.

By JEROME DETRICK

The weekend was a reminder of the progress made since the Civil Rights Movement, but also of the work that still needs to be done. The students were given a tour of the park and were able to experience some of the attractions that had previously been closed to them.

The students were also able to meet with some of the cast members, who were supportive and encouraging. They were impressed with the attention to detail and the dedication of the staff.

The weekend was a success, and the students are looking forward to returning next year, to continue to push for equal representation in the entertainment industry.
The Painter Sisters, known for their sisterly connection and harmonious performances, were celebrated for their captivating and musical prowess. The sisters had a unique way of engaging their audience, often starting their shows with a few songs to warm up the crowd and build excitement.

Their performances at the University of Michigan were particularly memorable, with the sisters promising a night of pure entertainment. The audience was captivated by their singing, dancing, and overall stage presence, which included a variety of musical numbers and dramatic elements. The sisters also made sure to interact with the audience, adding to the overall enjoyment of the performance.

Throughout the concert, the Painter Sisters showcased their impressive vocal range and musical talent, captivating the audience with their smooth harmonies and energetic delivery. Their ability to connect with the crowd and deliver a high-quality performance set them apart from other acts at the time.

The event was part of a larger series of concerts and entertainment offerings, which included a range of musical acts and performances. The Painter Sisters were a highlight of this event, providing a memorable night for their dedicated fans and the wider community.

In conclusion, the Painter Sisters' performance at the University of Michigan was a testament to their talent and dedication to their craft. Their ability to engage and entertain their audience made for an unforgettable evening of music and celebration.
Mott flops without Ian Hunter

By DAVID CASTRO

San Francisco Chronicle

San Francisco Thursday night, giving ample proof that some midsize rooms don't know how to be a good band at the grandly.

"Thank you, thank you, thank you," Ian Hunter said after his opening song, "Dealing." It was an indication of how things had gone for the singer-songwriter who has just released his first solo album in 19 years. Hunter, who has been a member of the original Mott The Hoople since the band's inception in 1970, has been solo artist since 1973.

In fact, the entire show was a celebration of Ian Hunter's solo career. The setlist included songs from his most recent album, "The Best of Ian Hunter," along with hits from his time in Mott The Hoople and his solo projects.

The show began with a powerful rendition of "Dealing," followed by "All the Best," "Everyday" and "The Other Side." Hunter's voice was in great form, and he delivered each song with passion and intensity.

The middle section of the show featured some of Hunter's biggest hits from his time in Mott The Hoople. "DNA," "All the Way," "The Love You Save" and "The Star Spangled Banner of Punk Rock" were all performed with great energy and conviction.

The audience was clearly enjoying the performance, as evidenced by the enthusiastic applause and cheering that followed each song. Hunter's connection with the crowd was evident, and he seemed to be having a great time performing.

The encore was a short but sweet set of songs, including "Oh Yeah!" "The Real Thing," and "The Other Side." The show ended with a powerful rendition of "The Star Spangled Banner of Punk Rock," which had the audience on their feet.

Overall, the show was a great success and a fitting tribute to one of rock's most talented and enduring artists. Ian Hunter's voice may have aged, but his passion and commitment to his craft are as strong as ever. This was a night to remember for anyone who loves rock music.
Cyclists planning American tours

Though hillsides have been their namesake for this year, new roads are opening the path for the 20th celebration of the Trans- America Bicycle Trail. Appropriately enough, the Trans- America Bicycle Trail was named by President Johnson in 1972 to commemorate the bicentennial of the United States of America. The hills and valleys traversed are mostly rural in character, with the last and final section of the trail running through the state of Virginia, ending at the U.S. Capitol. The trail itself is approximately 4,193 miles long, and it has been completed by over 100,000 cyclists to date.

One of the most popular sections of the trail is the section from North Carolina to Washington, D.C., which includes some of the most scenic landscapes in the United States. The trail passes through the Blue Ridge Mountains, the Appalachian Mountains, and the Piedmont Plateau, offering cyclists a variety of terrain and challenges.

Participants in the Trans- America Bicycle Trail are encouraged to use the trail for both recreational and educational purposes. The trail provides an opportunity for cyclists to experience the diversity of American culture and history, as well as to explore the natural beauty of the United States.
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MSU skins 'Cats, 47-14

By LARRY MORGAN
State News Sports Writer

RICH BAGGER
Wayland, Michigan

Saturday, November 17, 1973

SPARTANS DOWN, 16-AT HALF

MSU skins 'Cats, 47-14

By LARRY MORGAN
State News Sports Writer

Two Spartan harriers qualify for national run

By ZIN DUMPE

The second half, the final 15 minutes of the 47-14
estimated at 30 points, the Spartans were able to
the 47-14 MSU victory Saturday against Western
the 47-14 victory for the Spartans.

The Spartans defeated the Wildcats in the first
half, 19-7, and ran up a 28-7 lead at the half.

The Spartans outscored the Wildcats in the last
quarter, 28-7.
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FINAL WEEK OF BOOK & RECORD SALE

Nov. 17 thru Nov. 22

We had planned to return these Sale Books and Sale Records but decided to extend it one more week and reduce the price.

20% OFF

SALE PRICE OF SALE BOOKS AND SALE RECORDS - Ideal Christmas gifts

SALE

Calculators for Christmas

Unisum 2025R  $69.95
Bowmar MX140  $79.95
Bowmar MX 100  $69.95
Casio FX10  $54.95
Canon 411  $49.95

Other Models also on Sale!

Come in and see our selection!